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WARNING
Any operation involving work on pipelines containing gases or liquids
under pressure is potentially hazardous. It is necessary, therefore,
to follow correct procedures in the use of this equipment to maintain
a safe working environment.
No person should use this equipment unless fully aware of potential
hazards of working with pressurized pipelines and trained in the
procedures stated in this manual.
The purchaser of this equipment is responsible for the training
and competence of operators and the manner in which it is used.
Contact CDI immediately should any difficulty arise in the use
of this equipment.

WARNING
Always use caution when opening any CDI transmitter
that has been in a pressurized environment.
It is possible for pressurized liquid or gas to leak into a transmitter
and remain there even after the transmitter has been removed from
the pipeline.
Always point the transmitter away from yourself or others when
opening a cover or end cap.
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ABOUT THIS USER GUIDE
Conventions used in this publication

l and/or l indicate you are to press one or more of the CD47-C
control buttons to RECORD, PAUSE recording, or cycle through the
setup menu.
Menu options will appear in this guide exactly as displayed.
For example, “SELECT SERIAL OUT:RS232/BT Ç È” means you are to
use the red UP/DOWN buttons to toggle either RS-232 or Bluetooth
communication via the
SELECT SERIAL OUTPUT
menu option.

l or l
Solid arrows indicate sequence, progression, or transition:

Outlined arrows point out
specific items or details:

Segmented arrows indicate repositioning or physical movement.

This symbol indicates a warning or note included to help you
make the best use of your CD47 or to prevent personnel or
equipment damage.
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OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW: BENCHMARKING
What is Time-Based Benchmarking?
The CD47-C time-based benchmarking system is designed for use with
all types of intelligent inline inspection pipeline tools (also referred to
as “smart pigs”). These tools are pushed through the pipeline by fluid
or gas movement and use various means of logging both internal wall
corrosion and external wall corrosion. The pigs themselves generally
have a means of measuring how far into the pipeline a spot of corrosion
might be. Most often this is a set of odometer wheels that make contact
with the pipe wall and give the computers a signal every time the pig
has traveled a fraction of an inch*–just as an automotive odometer is
incremented by tire revolutions. In this way the pig can count how far
it has moved into the pipeline and know where the corrosion is when it
sees it.
ODOMETER WHEELS

Unfortunately there are factors that can throw off these measurements;
for example, the odometer wheels can slip as they roll along the pipe
wall. This error accumulates, so if an odometer wheel slips only 0.1%
every mile, at the end of a short 25 mile [40 km] pig run, the pig will be
off by 132 feet [40 m]. 132 feet in a 25 mile pig run is an unacceptable
amount of error, because the intelligent pig’s data is responsible for
telling a pipeline operator where to dig and repair the corrosion.
Obviously, a pipeline operator would not wish to dig up hundreds of
feet of pipeline to repair a small patch of corrosion. He needs to know
right where that corrosion is, especially if his pipeline is running through
a city, airport, railroad yard, etc.
* 0.1 inch [2.53 mm] most inspection tools
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BENCHMARKING

A Partial Solution
There are other ways of knowing where the pig is within the pipeline
when it spies a defect. Often, pipelines will have valves, tees, etc. that
are easily recorded by an intelligent pig and recognized by a data analyst.
As the pipeline operator knows where these items are, he can correct
for odometer wheel slippage when he sees the data. These are called
“benchmarking sites”. For instance, he may see corrosion that the pig
believes is at mile 10.0 [16 km] past a valve. If the operator knows where
the valve is (perhaps at mile 10.2), he really only needs to know precisely
how far past the valve the corrosion is.
So if the pig has recorded corrosion as 100 feet [30.48 m] past the
valve, even with a 0.1% wheel slippage error, the pig data is accurate to
within approximately one inch [25 mm], easily close enough for digging
purposes.
However, there are pipelines where the distances between valves, tees,
and other types of integral benchmarking points can be many miles,
and where the corrosion is not near a benchmarking site, more error
can accumulate. In such a situation it would be quite convenient if an
operator could add “external” benchmarks of his own to compensate for
these distance errors.

The CD47 Solution
The CD47-C Above Ground Marker (AGM) does precisely that–enable an
operator to place benchmarking sites anywhere along a pipeline.
For example; suppose AGM units are positioned one every mile along a
pipeline. Assuming a 0.1% wheel slippage error, a pig location cannot be
off more than approx 2.5 ft [.75 m] feet at any point in the pipeline. And
if even higher accuracy is desired, it is a simple matter of placing more
units along the pipeline.
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How it works
Rather than mechanical wheels (which as pointed out, are prone to
slippage) the CD47-C system uses extremely accurate timekeeping to
assist in locating pipeline flaws.
Pigging operators or pipeline operators place benchmarking units on
the surface, outside the pipeline, as often as they choose. The units
are placed in known locations along the pipeline so that they can be
accurately referred to at a later time.
Each unit can obtain essentially flawless time from the Global
Positioning System (GPS).* The pig has its own onboard clock which
is synchronized to the GPS satellite clocks via the CD47-C. Therefore,
timekeeping of the pig and CD47-C units are all synchronized. In effect,
the pig and the AGM units all share one “Master Clock” in the sky (i.e.,
the GPS system).
As the pig moves through the pipeline and records data, it stamps
that data with the time that it was recorded, as well as the distance
measured by the pig’s odometer wheels. As it moves through the
pipeline, the pig’s magnetizer or on-board CDI electromagnetic
transmitter (see pgs. 12-13) is detected by the benchmarking units on
the surface. At the moment of passage the benchmarking units receive
and record the current GPS time.
At the end of the pig’s run, the benchmarking units–each with its own
precise passage time and position– are collected from the field. These
passage times are then correlated to the timestamps of the corrosion
data in the pig, and this has the result of creating benchmarking points
wherever the CD47B units were located, as frequently as necessary.

* The Global Positioning System is a 13 billion dollar system of 24 satellites created
by the Department of Defense and maintained by the Air Force and Coast Guard. Its
primary purpose is to supply accurate position information to people anywhere in the
world, but it also supplies incredibly accurate time that is inherently synchronized.
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FEATURES & CAPABILITIES

OVERVIEW: CD47-C
Features and Capabilities
The CD47-C Time-based Benchmarker is a computerized electronic
device designed to record–within milliseconds–the GPS time of a
passing intelligent inspection tool (“smart pig”). This precise time,
coupled with the physical pipeline location, is correlated with the data
recorded by the inspection tool. This correlated data provides a major
increase in the accuracy of inspection tool feature location callouts.
Utilizing precision time synchronization provided by its onboard Global
Positioning System (GPS), the CD47-C is able to provide tool passage
time accuracy that is guaranteed to be within 250 milliseconds over
a seven-day battery life (45 days with the optional external Long-life
Battery Pack)
Pig run information and unit configuration settings, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Precise GPS time of pig passages
Current GPS position including altitude
Number of recorded passages
Number of ignored magnetic events
Number and times/dates of discarded magnetic disturbances
Battery voltage
Unit temperature
Signal and noise threshold
Firmware versions (CD47 & GPS receiver)
Unit serial number

is immediately accessed via
multi-lingual (English, Spanish,
or German) LCD. In addition,
16 bright red LEDs visible from
a distance of up to 300 ft
[91 m] indicate passage.
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What’s In the Box
An initial shipment of a CD47-C Benchmarker AGM System includes:
•
•
•
•
•

CD47-C Receiver
Bluetooth USB Adapter
RS-232 Serial Communication Cable
D-Cell Alkaline Batteries
Utility Flash Drive containing
–– User Guides (including this publication)
–– Marker Data Download and Analysis Application
–– Firmware
–– Support Files

Extra or replacement items may be ordered from CDI or your local
authorized distributor (see pg. 40).
In addition, CDI offers a line of accessories designed to increase the
versatility of your AGM system. These include adaptive equipment
for subsea and shallow water operation, and a satellite-based event
notification system.
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DEVICES SUPPORTED

Tracking Devices Supported by the CD47-C
Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL) Pigs
Magnetic Flux Leakage is a form of nondestructive inline inspection that
detects corrosion, pitting, missing metal, cracks, and/or other defects in
steel pipelines.
An MFL “smart pig” such as shown here is a common inline inspection
tool:
MAGNETIC POLES

DETECTOR

ODOMETER WHEELS

MAGNETIC POLES

DATA RECORDER

As it travels through a pipeline, the magnetic array magnetizes the
steel. When defects are encountered, the magnetic field "leaks" from
the steel. This leakage field is sensed by the magnetic detector.
Field intensity and defect locations are usually stored by the unit’s onboard recorder.
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Single-frequency (“Legacy”) Transmitters
Though designed primarily for inline inspection tool benchmarking,
the CD47-C can also record CDI T-series single-frequency (21.768 Hz)
transmitters. These transmitters
are available in various
sizes, pressure ranges,
and pulse rates.

Inline Inspection (ILI) Tool Transmitters
ILI transmitters are similar in
performance and function to
the T-series transmitters, but
in lieu of pressure housings,
are designed to work
in conjunction with MFL pigs.
Multi-frequency Transmitters
The CD47-C can also record the new CDI X-Series
transmitters (X100, X200, X300, X400, & X500)
when they are configured to Legacy
(21.768 Hz) transmission
frequency mode.
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COMPONENTS & CONTROLS

CD47-C Components
LCD

ABS CHASSIS

URETHANE PROTECTIVE
BUMPERS

An adjustable-contrast LCD screen displays recorded passage
information and is used along with the menu buttons for system
configuration.
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Components

BATTERY ACCESS

POWER SWITCH
ACCESS
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COMPONENTS & CONTROLS

Controls

POWER SWITCH

RECORD/PAUSE Buttons
These buttons serve a dual purpose:
•
•

Data recording and suspending
System configuration via a series of menus

To prevent accidental starting or halting, both green buttons or red
buttons must be pressed at the same time.

RECORD BUTTONS

PAUSE BUTTONS
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I/O Connections
Pigging data collected by the CD47-C can be downloaded to your
laptop or PC either via Bluetooth or RS-232 serial port, depending on
configuration (see pg. 24).
Bluetooth
An internal Bluetooth system can transfer data to laptop or PC
Depending on conditions, a Bluetooth signal can travel up to an
approximate maximum distance of 330 ft (100 m).
Serial Port
An I/O port with a nine-pin connector provides communication to
a laptop or PC when the CD47-C serial cable is employed.

SERIAL PORT

SERIAL CABLE

The I/O port is also used for the CDI
LineStat Satellite Radio option
(see pg. 43).
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SETUP
Batteries
Unscrew battery cap.

Insert two (2) D-Cell
alkaline batteries, Positive
(+) end first.
NOTE: it is
good practice
to always install new
D-Cell batteries prior to
deployment.

Replace cap.

WARNING:
Always remove batteries before placing the unit into storage
and/or configuring for 24VDC operation. Failure to do so
may result in damage and may void warranty.
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POWER

GETTING STARTED

Power ON/OFF
The power switch is a red button located behind the threaded protective
cap.
Turn cap counterclockwise to remove. Depress and release button
switch to power the CD47-C ON or OFF.

NOTE: it is good practice to always replace the cap
immediately after powering ON to prevent accidental power
disruption and ensure maximum protection from moisture and
foreign objects. (And, you’ll always know where it is!)
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STARTUP MODE

STARTUP MODE
When unit is powered, the CDI logo is displayed for approximately
10 seconds while the last saved configuration setting is retrieved from
non-volatile flash memory.
Once the configuration has been read, the CD47-C then initializes
Bluetooth wireless (or the RS-232 interface if so configured) for data
download.
Sixteen LEDs (15 red, one green) flash once.
Three startup screens–PRESS RECORD, Serial Number, and Firmware–
appear in consecutive order for an approximate duration of three
seconds each.

The sequence will continue until you select an option from the Active
Button Bar. At any time, you can begin recording, select a display
language, or reconfigure the CD-47C by pressing red or green buttons.
ACTIVE
BUTTON
BAR

l

l
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GETTING STARTED

Recording data requires both green buttons be pressed.

l

l

RECORD DATA
(PRESS BOTH)

l

LCD LANGUAGE

(PRESS TO CHANGE )

l

ACCESS
SETUP MENU

Default LCD language is English; press
DEUTSCH to change to German,
ESPANOL for Spanish, ENGLISH to
return to default English.

The next two startup screens display unit configuration and status.
0.5:1 is the default Signal to Noise ratio that the unit requires in order to record
a pig passage. (This value is configurable through the Menu system.)
Battery voltage is constantly
measured and updated with the
current value. New batteries will
typically indicate a voltage of 3 volts
or greater.
Memory Usage indicates occupied flash memory space. Even when recorded
data is erased, unit configuration settings will take up 0.17% available space.
NOTE: though additional passages can be appended to previouslyrecorded data, it is recommended that memory be re-set (cleared)
after downloading and before redeployment on a new run.

Firmware version may be updated by
contacting CDI.
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STARTUP MODE

Setup Menu
There are 12 Top-level menu screens, four on each “page.” Use the red
& green buttons as shown to access the Setup menu options.

l

SAVE
SETTING

l

DISCARD
SETTING

l Ç È TOGGLEl

MENU OPTIONS
Setup menus, first set (images show default values; reverse field indicates
active menu):
If YES, CD47-C will attempt to ––
acquire new GPS information upon
detection of passage.
Though the CD47-C internal clock is
highly accurate, acquiring new GPS
info can enhance time calculations during data analysis.
Set CD47-C local time 0–12 or 0+12
hours from Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC).* –6 is default. Affects
only local time displayed on LCD
*Though often used interchangeably with Greenwich Mean Time (also known as “Zulu” time),
UTC is a 24-hr time standard kept using precise atomic clocks combined with Earth’s rotation.

Magnetic and transmitter signal
thresholds are set automatically by
the CD47-C prior to recording data,
but you may bypass this routine and
enter your own values.

Signal-to-noise ratio is one of
the parameters that validates a
magnetic event as being a genuine
pig passage.
Care must be exercised that the
ratio is not set too high (a true passage may be misinterpreted and posted as
an ignored event) or too low (noise may be posted as a pig passage).
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GETTING STARTED

Second set (LCD images show default values):

Increase or decrease delay time
0–24 hrs for returning unit to normal
operation from Suspend mode.

Set unit active receive channels:
MAGNETIC, TRANSMITTER, or BOTH.
Any data not active is ignored.

Set LCD contrast. Values = 0–36.

Factory-set serial number.
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STARTUP MODE

Setup Menu (cont.)
Third set (LCD images show default values):
If YES, CD47-C will attempt immediate
GPS acquisition. When GPS is
acquired, unit internal clock is reset
and synched to GPS time and new
GPS information saved to nonvolatile
memory.

Select either BLUETOOTH or RS-232 for
a data downloading device

Erases ALL data recorded and stored in
nonvolatile memory. (Current CD47-C
unit configuration is retained.)

Restores CD47-C unit configuration
default settings AND erases ALL data
recorded and stored in nonvolatile
memory.
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OPERATION

RECORD MODE
Passages and Ignored events are detected and saved to non-volatile
memory only when the CD47-C is in the RECORD mode. Access RECORD
mode by pressing both RECORD buttons from either the STARTUP
screens or the SUSPEND mode.
Whenever the RECORD mode is entered, the CD47-C will compensate
for environmental noise by setting new threshold levels for the
Magnetic and/or Transmitter Channels.
If RECORD mode is entered from the STARTUP screens, it will also need
to acquire an initial GPS time and position before data can be recorded.
CONFIGURATION
STATUS COLUMN

RUNNING TALLY
COLUMN

POST GPS
DISABLED
BLUETOOTH
DOWNLOAD
ENABLED
BLANK BUTTON BAR = PUSHBUTTONS INACTIVE

Determining Magnetic Environment
To minimize false triggers on the Magnetic and Transmitter Channels,
the CD47-C compensates for the environmental noise at its current
location by automatically adjusting the threshold levels of both
channels.

OPERATING SENSITIVITY LEVEL (THRESHOLD)

BACKGROUND MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

INITIAL SENSITIVITY LEVEL (THRESHOLD)
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RECORD MODE

The goal of this routine is to compensate for environmental noise, but
maintain sensitivity so that actual pig passages can be detected. If the
CD47-C is unable to accomplish this goal a warning message is displayed
on the LCD:

If the Magnetic Environment routine fails, the CD47-C must be relocated
to a quieter location and restarted, or the excessive noise source must
be eliminated.
The task of compensating for the environment noise begins by setting
the thresholds to initial values, magnetic threshold = 0 and transmitter
threshold = 10. Then a timer with an initial setting of 45 seconds begins
to count down. During the countdown, if a channel detects a false
trigger, its threshold is increased by 2 and the timer is reset back to 45
seconds. The routine has successfully completed when the thresholds
have been adjusted to minimize environmental noise and the timer has
counted down to zero.

To help speed up the routine and make it more efficient, the CD47-C
will only monitor the active channels as set in the Menu System (see
pg. 23, set unit active receive channels). If the RECORD mode is set for
both magnetic and transmitter detection, then both channels will have
their thresholds compensated for. Otherwise, only the active channel,
magnetic only or transmitter only will have its threshold adjusted for
when compensating for environmental noise. If time warrants, the
process can be bypassed by simultaneously pressing the RECORD
buttons. If this is the first time that the compensation routine has run,
bypassing will set the thresholds to magnetic = 10 and transmitter =
30, otherwise the thresholds are set to the values obtained from the
previous time that the routine was able to run to completion.
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Acquiring Initial GPS Time and Position
Once the Magnetic Environment test is complete, the CD47-C will
immediately begin to acquire an initial GPS time and position. GPS
information is used in all CD47-C time calculations for pig passages, and
is a necessary step for the CD47-C to function properly in the field.
NOTE: Ensure that view of the sky is unobstructed, (i.e., clear of
buildings, trees, or other objects that might interfere with satellite
communication).
CONFIGURATION
STATUS COLUMN

RUNNING TALLY
COLUMN

POST GPS
DISABLED
BLUETOOTH
DOWNLOAD
ENABLED
0–3 ASTERISKS INDICATE GPS ACCEPTABLE/UNACCEPTABLE
ACTIVE GPS COMMUNICATION DEPENDING UPON
SIGNAL STRENGTH
POST GPS
ENABLED
SERIAL
DOWNLOAD
ENABLED
BYPASS BUTTONS = WHEN BOTH ARE PRESSED, POST GPS ACQUISITION
ROUTINE IS BYPASSED (CD47-C PERFORMS AS IF POST GPS DISABLED,
NO PASSAGE DATA LOST)

The CD47-C will first attempt to acquire an accurate GPS time and then
an accurate GPS position. The CD47-C internal GPS module needs to
receive the signals from at least four orbiting GPS satellites to acquire
valid GPS time and position. If the module receives fewer than four, the
Satellite Signal is Unacceptable message will be displayed on the LCD.
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Acquiring Initial GPS Time and Position (cont.)
If the module receives the signal from four or more satellites, the
Satellite Signal is Acceptable message will be displayed on the LCD. The
LCD display and button side of the CD47-C needs to have clear access to
an open sky for its internal GPS module to perform properly and receive
enough satellite signals to acquire GPS time and position.
If, while acquiring GPS time and position, communication with the
internal GPS module is valid, a series of sequencing asterisks will be
displayed on the LCD. The series is a constantly repeating pattern of 0 to
3 asterisks, incrementing every 1 to 3 seconds.

If the series fails to increment, internal communication problems with
the GPS module are occurring.

If this is the case,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Switch off CD47-C power
Check battery voltage (should be 1.5V each; replace if less)
Replace batteries and switch power on
Re-enter RECORD mode

If internal GPS communication problems still persists the unit will need
to be taken out of service and repaired.
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Acquiring Initial GPS Time and Position (cont.)
After approximately 20 minutes, if the CD47-C is unable to obtain valid
GPS information due to either an internal GPS module problem–or the
GPS module is unable to acquire enough satellites needed for obtaining
accurate GPS time and position–a warning message will be displayed:

Detecting Pig Passages
Once environmental noise has been compensated for by adjusting
threshold levels and an initial GPS time and position has been obtained,
you are in RECORD mode. The CD47-C Magnetic and/or Transmitter
Channels are now active, and any Passages or Ignored events detected
are saved to non-volatile flash memory.
RUNNING TALLY COLUMN
– COUNTS INCREMENTS
WHEN DETECTED

CONFIGURATION
STATUS COLUMN
POST GPS
ENABLED
BLUETOOTH
DOWNLOAD
ENABLED

PRESS BOTH TO
ENTER SUSPEND MODE
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RECORD MODE

When the CD47-C is in RECORD mode the LCD display will sequence
through two screens every five seconds. One shows most-recent
acquired GPS position, the other indicates the unit is actively waiting
to detect the next pig passage. Both display unit startup time, current
time, and if present, the time that the last pig passage was detected and
stored into memory.

As an additional
visual aid, a
single RECORD
mode LED will
flash every
time a screen
is advanced.
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Analyzing Events
When in the RECORD mode, the CD47-C will detect active channel
signals as configured; i.e, MAGNETIC only, TRANSMITTER only, or BOTH.
As the detected signal is being saved, the LCD is backlit and prompts you
that a magnetic disturbance has been detected and is being analyzed.

When a detected signal is of sufficient duration (as when a pig passage
occurs) and signal-to-noise ration is acceptable, the CD47-C posts the
disturbance as a valid pig passage.
Once the pig has passed and is out of detection range, the passage
record is closed and saved along related information, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time
Position
Battery Voltage
Unit Temperature
Number of previously-stored Ignored Events
Threshold Values
Firmware Version
Serial Number
GPS Version

This information is necessary and valuable when analyzing the
collected data.
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Ignored Events
When a signal duration is too BRIEF, the magnetic disturbance is
considered to be possible noise and not an actual pig passage. This data
is saved in non-volatile memory as an Ignored Event.

If signal duration is long enough but exceeds the limits of the signal-tonoise ratio, the magnetic disturbance is considered too NOISY and the
data is also saved as an Ignored Event

Typically, environmental noise is canceled out when the active
channel(s) thresholds are set prior to entering the RECORD mode.
However, while waiting for a pig passage to occur, environmental
conditions and sources of noise can change, resulting in false triggering.

Post GPS
When in the RECORD mode and Post GPS is enabled in the Menu System
(see pg. 22), the CD47-C will attempt to acquire new GPS information
after a valid pig passage has been detected.
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Post GPS (cont.)
Though obtaining a Post GPS after every passage is not absolutely
necessary, under certain circumstances it can enhance the time
calculations during data analysis. There is a minute amount of drift to
the CD47-C internal clock, which can accumulate between long intervals
of GPS acquisitions. When the CD47-C acquires new GPS information, it
resets its internal clock, thus minimizing any possible drift.

BYPASS BUTTONS = WHEN BOTH ARE PRESSED,
POST GPS ACQUISITION ROUTINE IS BYPASSED
(CD47-C PERFORMS AS IF POST GPS DISABLED,
NO PASSAGE DATA LOST)

You can bypass a Post GPS routine at your discretion by simultaneously
pressing the BYPASS buttons. Bypassing the routine can be helpful if
time is of the essence and the unit needs to be placed in the SUSPEND
mode (see next section, pg. 34) and moved to a new location. When
the routine is bypassed, the CD47-C performs as if Post GPS was not
enabled and no passage data is lost.
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SUSPEND MODE
The CD47-C can safely be moved to another location when in the
SUSPEND mode. Although still present, detected signals from the active
channel(s) are ignored, preventing any additional data being stored to
memory.
The SUSPEND mode can even be accessed while the CD47-C is analyzing
a magnetic disturbance.

This can be helpful, if the operator inadvertently creates a false
disturbance while trying to place the unit into the SUSPEND mode or if
the unit is accidentally moved before being placed in suspend. To enter
the SUSPEND mode, press both PAUSE buttons.
When the CD47-C is in the SUSPEND mode, the LCD display will
sequence through a series of two screens every five seconds. The first
screen informs the user that passage detections are suspended and the
CD47-C can be moved without generating false triggers. The second
screen instructs the user to press the RECORD buttons simultaneously to
resume recording pig passages.
Both SUSPEND mode screens contain, if present, the time and date of
the last pig passage that was detected by the unit. As an additional visual
aide to the user, a SUSPEND mode LED, bottom right, will toggle on and
off every time a screen is advanced.
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Downloading CD47-C data while in the Suspend Mode
The CD47-C will allow for data downloads to CDI Marker software only
when the unit is in either the STARTUP mode or the SUSPEND mode.
(When the CD47-C is in the RECORD mode, its sole task is to detect pig
passages.)
The CD47-C can be configured to download data from its non-volatile
memory using either serial download cable or internal Bluetooth
transmitter (see pg. 24).

SERIAL PORT

SERIAL CABLE

Synchronizing to GPS time while in the Suspend Mode
The CD47-C can synchronize external devices–such as a pc, laptop, tools,
etc.–to its acquired GPS time. The CD47-C will automatically perform
this operation via the serial download cable, but only if the acquired
GPS time is less than one hour old. This one hour restriction ensures the
accuracy of the GPS time. A newer GPS time can be acquired by either
restarting the unit and acquiring a new initial GPS time or by selecting
GET GPS NOW in the Menu System (see pg. 24).
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Marker Data Analysis Software
Marker is a Windows application for downloading and reviewing
recorded data from the CD47-C non-volatile memory to your pc or
laptop.
This section is a brief introduction to Marker. Detailed operating
instructions, including organizing and interpreting data, is in a separate
publication: CD47-C Marker User Guide, CDI Publication 89-09-0036-00
(PDF file included in the accompanying USB flash drive)
Marker will also generate reports in ASCII or Microsoft Excel format
(CSV). You can customize these reports with a built-in report
configurator allowing automatic import of benchmarking data to a
proprietary inspection tool software.
Downloading Data
Download data in either STARTUP or SUSPEND modes via RS-232 serial
cable connection or internal Bluetooth transmitter. (See pg. 24*)
Downloading requires installation of CDI Marker software version 3.179
or newer and Microsoft Windows 98 2nd Edition/2000/XP SP2/Vista/
WIN 7/8 operating systems. (Version 3.179 or subsequent versions are
backward compatible with earlier versions of the CD47 Benchmarkers.)
If you already have Marker installed you can determine its version by
going to About Marker… from the Help pull down menu. The latest
version of Marker is shipped with new orders of the CD47-C. CDI
also provides customers with an internet link of the latest version for
immediate download. An extensive help section in Marker can assist
the operator if any issues arise during data downloads or normal
operation.

*If you have not already done so, make sure the unit is configured for either
RS-232 or Bluetooth communication (see Serial Output menu, pgs. 22 & 24).
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RS232 Serial Cable Downloading
The serial download cable has a four-pin circular
connector for the CD47-C serial port and a
standard DB9 male serial connector for your pc
or laptop as shown here.

		
Marker automatically handles all serial
port settings and the download communications
protocol with the CD47-C. You need only select which serial port to use.
SELECT ICON OR MENU COMMAND

SELECT SERIAL PORT
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Bluetooth Wireless Downloading
The CD47-C Bluetooth Version 2.0 serial module is a Class 1 device with
a possible range of 100 meters [330 ft]. The actual download range may
be reduced by the limitations of your pc/laptop computer’s Bluetooth
device and/or environmental conditions. The pc/laptop computer
running Marker software must be equipped with a properly installed and
functioning internal or external Bluetooth device.*
Upon selecting Bluetooth device the CD47-C will automatically configure
and control all wireless downloads. You need only select the Bluetooth
icon Marker to initiate data transfer.
SELECT ICON OR MENU COMMAND

*CDI can provide an external USB Bluetooth module or recommend a
compatible device, if necessary
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The second from top right LED will
flash every five seconds when
the CD47-C is configured for
Bluetooth communication.

Bluetooth Data Security
• Marker only recognizes CD47-C Bluetooth devices and ignores all
others
• Pairing of devices requires a specific and proprietary passkey
• Transmitted data is encrypted
• The data format and communication protocol is unique and 		
application specific.

Visual Data Download Confirmation
The third from top right side
LED will flash ON/OFF for
each data block transferred
to Marker during serial or
Bluetooth download.
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REPLACEMENT/EXTRA ITEMS
CD47-C AGM Receiver

RS-232 Serial Communication Cable

USB Bluetooth Module

D-Cell Alkaline Batteries

Utility Flash Drive
Flash drive contains
• User Guides
• Marker Application
• Firmware
• Support Files

ORDERING INFORMATION

Model:

Part #:

CD47-C AGM Receiver

CD47-C

81-03-0035-00

CD47-C Comm. Cable

CD47-CBL

80-02-0064-00

USB Bluetooth Module

CD47-BT

81-03-0041-00

D-Cell Alkaline Batteries

CD47-CD2

81-05-0011-03

CD47-C Utility Flash Drive

CD47-FLASH

89-72-0001-00
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Subsea Housing
For underwater deployment, a Subsea Housing is available to contain
and protect the CD47-C to a maximum depth of 492 ft [150 m].
A power access port permits operation without disassembly.
The housing frame’s inverted vee shape fits any pipeline diameter
from 6 in. to 60 in. [152 to 1,524 mm] and can be fitted with either
Tee or Fishtail ROV handles,
and a long-life battery pack for
sustained deployment up to 45
days.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Model:

Part #:

CD47-C AGM w/Subsea Housing

CD47-CS

81-05-0074-00

Subsea Housing (w/o CD47-C)

CD47-SWH

81-02-0021-00
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Subsea Housing Accessories

ROV Handles

Long-life Battery Pack

“Swamp Antenna”
This tethered remote antenna is designed for passage detection
in shallow-water environments of 50 ft. [15 m] or less depth.
A 25-ft [7.6 m] cable is included.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Model:

Part #:

Tethered Remote Antenna

CD47-SWAMP

81-03-0045-02

Fishtail ROV Handle for SWH

CD47-FSH

943-30-0001-02

T-Handle for SWH

CD47-TH

943-30-0002-02

Long-life Battery Pack

CD47-LLB

Contact CDI
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
LineStat System*
LineStat Global Satellite-based Event Notification Radio Service
autonomously monitors pig passages and sends remote notifications
as emails or text messages. LineStat requires no cellular telephone
network, and functions anywhere in the world.
SAMPLE DATA
MESSAGE
GLOBALSTAR
GPS

CDI
DATA
CNTR

ORDERING INFORMATION

Model:

Part #:

LineStat Kit for CD47-C AGM

SR100

81-05-0076-00

includes:
SR100 Radio
Bracket & Mounting Plate
Cable
Mounting Hardware
*If you have a LineStat system, see pg. 46 for setup and operating instructions.
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Warranty
All equipment sold by Control Devices, Incorporated (CDI) is warranted
for a period of one (1) year from the date of shipment to Purchaser,
providing the instrument or equipment has not been modified, abused,
or used for purposes which it was not designed for.
Batteries, probes, leads, magnets, and other consumables subject to
wear are not covered by this warranty. CDI will repair or replace faulty
equipment during the warranty period when the cause is a defect
arising from faulty design, materials or workmanship.

Making a Warranty Claim
Equipment being considered for warranty repair, or a representative
sample thereof, must be returned to CDI at the Purchaser’s expense.
The equipment must be accompanied by the Purchaser’s written order*
describing the defect(s) and authorizing CDI to invoice the Purchaser for
any charges not covered by the warranty.
Upon receipt of the equipment and Purchase Order, CDI will examine
the equipment and make a determination of the nature and cause of
the defect. If the defect is not covered by the warranty, CDI will quote
to Purchaser the cost for replacement or repair equipment, and will not
proceed until Purchaser delivers a written acceptance of the quotation.
During the one year warranty, CDI will bear the cost to return units
repaired under the warranty back to the Purchaser’s domestic premises.
CDI will return units to foreign countries at Purchaser’s expense.

* Contact CDI at 1-800-580-4234, ext 143 for CDI RMA Form FM-03-0089
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